


Amendments made by new legislation are incorporated into the text of existing legislation. The 
NOTES segment at the end of each page indicates the changes that have been made to the text.

A Stop Press icon on an enactment indicates that recently published amendments are pending, 
and provides a link to the amending enactment. The icon is removed once amendments are fully 
consolidated.

Within the “Highlights” view: 

Green highlighting indicates text that has been inserted or substituted.

Red, square-bracketed and struck-through ellipses […] indicate repealed text. 

Yellow highlighting denotes partially in force text, while orange highlighting and italic text indicate 
partially in force, repealed text. 

Within the “Hidden” view:

This view shows a fully consolidated version of the provision, with no highlighting or notation, with 
the exception of partially in force and partially in force, repealed text, which are shown. 

Within the “Text” view:

An ellipsis ( . . . ) indicates that text has been repealed or that in certain enactments before 1998 the 
text was solely amending (the amendments will be detailed in the Notes segment).

Square brackets denote text that has been inserted or substituted. 

Italicised text is prospectively repealed, substituted or disapplied. These rules apply whether the 
amendment/repeal is of a whole provision or of text within a provision. Text is also italicised for 
legislation which has been repealed, substituted or disapplied in part and/or is still partly in force. 

When text is repealed, revoked or disapplied: 

- whilst the repeal is prospective (ie not yet in force), the repealed text is italicised 

- whilst the repeal is partly in force, the repealed text is italicised

- once the repeal has come into force, the repealed text is replaced with an ellipsis 

When new text is inserted:

- whilst the insertion is prospective, the inserted text appears in square brackets and is underlined 

- once the insertion is in force, the inserted text appears in square brackets (without underlining) 

When existing text is substituted:

- whilst the substitution is prospective, the existing text will appear in italics followed by the new 
(replacing) text in square brackets and underlined 

- whilst the substitution is partly in force, the existing text will appear in italics followed by the new 
(replacing) text in square brackets

- once the substitution is in force, the existing text will disappear altogether and the new (replacing) 
text will appear in square brackets (without underlining).


